
What Couples Are Saying about 
THE GETTING THE LOVE YOU WANT WORKSHOP

with Herb Tannenbaum

“Herbs nurturance, passion and wisdom for couples along with his excellent presentation 
skills made this a great experience” - Eileen I.

“Herb was very knowledgeable, understanding and helpful.” - John C.

“Herb was a great workshop leader. He was understanding, helpful and funny.” - Eileen C.

“Herb is very thoughtful, considerate, engaging and made me and my husband feel welcome, 
safe and respected. He is genuine and is a very inspiring role model.” - Jennifer S.

“Herb’s depth of knowledge, care and commitment to helping couples heal was evident every 
minute of the workshop. It was a powerful and wonderful experience.” - Christy H.

“This has had a great impact on us already and we know it will help us for the rest of our lives. 
Herb was a great presenter and facilitator. We feel fortunate to have had this experience with 
Herb.” - Peter T.

“Herb did a great job presenting the material and using real life examples .” - Gregg S.

“Herb was really helpful, engaging and funny.” - LM, NYC, February, 2017

“Herb presented the material in an easily digestible way-even a funny way-very helpful and 
available” - JM, NYC, February, 2017

“Dr. Tannenbaum is funny, witty, real, resourceful and compassionate. Thank you so much.”  
- YL, NYC, February, 2017.

“Entertaining, made me feel comfortable without judgement, very knowledgeable.” 
- SC, NYC, February, 2017.

“Herb’s experience and passion for Imago shows” - CM, NYC, February, 2017

“Herb was great-learned a tremendous amount!” - MK, NYC, February, 2017



Tannenbaum Dazzles in IMAGO Presentation
Herb Tannenbaum, Ph.D. dazzled a standing room only audience Sunday morning with his presentation on 
IMAGO Couples Terapy and the healing paradigm shift that occurs within the relationship. Te presentation 
took place at the Lincoln Square Synagogue on the West Side.
Dr. Tannenbaum's three hour presentation was lively, substantive, and humorous. It garnered rave reviews from 
the packed audience as it covered both the theoretical foundations of IMAGO Terapy and its practical  
applications.
Tannenbaum’s presentation was hosted by the Met Chapter’s Psychoanalysis Committee, co-chaired by Barbara  
LIdsky and Janice Michaelson, and it was sponsored by both the NYSSCSW Met Chapter and the ACE 
Foundation.
A delightful refreshment table was set out which included bagels, several types of cream cheese, pastries, fruit,  
and cofee. 

Dr. Herb Tannenbaum (left) introduced by Psychoanalysis Co-Chairs Barbara Lidsky, LCSW, BCD (center); and Janice 
Michaelson,LCSW (right)

   Dr. Tannenbaum Discusses IMAGO Therapy for Couples           Part of the SRO crowd listens to Dr. Tannenbaum


